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Books, art, movies, etc...
Words: KIRSTY ALLISON

NEW BEGINNINGS

We chat to renowned DJ, Mr C,
about his first proper acting role...
Mr C, aka Richard West of Superfreq, The End and The
Shamen, is probably in Cannes when you read this. Or
his LA home. The guru who just might’ve turned anyone
over 30 onto spirituality, through his band’s ‘Move Any
Mountain’ record, and who also informed us that “Es
are good”, first came out as an actor a few years into his
five of method acting training. Now West is debuting in
I Am Ana, a short film that more than proves his range,
even seeing him sing Amazing Grace at the end. We got
in touch with Mr C to find out more…
I Am Ana is a bold choice of film — it’s arthouse with
high production values, and is a completely artistic
move on your part. What made you take the role?
“I play a tortured British playwright called Ryan
McSorely, who has his Broadway premiere looming and
uses his beloved sister to invite his estranged parents to
New York under the pretence of sharing this wonderful
experience with them, while in truth he’s flying them
over from London to expose them for his childhood
abuse. In the director-writer Sergio Caballero’s words,
‘There is a circle of silence around child abuse’, and it’s
bringing this subject to the fore through art that will
get this topic spoken about more openly, which in turn
will help victims find the strength to bring their past
abuse out, discuss it and start to heal. I was sexually
abused myself by a man almost daily for three years
from 1976-79. I was 10-years-old when it started, and
it’s been my bravery in discussing that abuse that has
helped me to completely heal. I first discussed this
publicly on a children’s UK national TV show called
Speakeasy in the mid ’90s. It was cathartic, but also
a huge help to many kids who’d been going though
similar events and experiences.”
Did you bring any skills from The Shamen pop
promos into this debut?
“Absolutely, yes. Not in the way of acting skills, but
making lots of pop videos, performing on Top Of The
Pops and many other TV shows, tons of TV interviews,
and TV presenting for MTV, BBC, VIVA and VH1, it’s all
helped me to develop confidence in front of a camera.”
Do you think there’s a line between acting and
producing? You must know a bit about separating
art from industry, after running The End as the most
credible club in London, and a predecessor to the
success of Fabric?
“Being a minor celebrity has its advantages, so I’m
definitely getting this film out there. However, there
should be a line between acting and producing. I
don’t want to be a producer. I’m an actor, and it’ll be a
distraction from me following my art. In all honesty, I
think this is one of the bigger mistakes I’ve made with
my music career. Building a platform for new talent
with my record labels Plink Plonk, End Recordings and
now Superfreq has been very important, to give back
to the underground dance music community, but since
the closure of The End I think if I’d concentrated more
on Mr C as an artist and not bothered with Superfreq
as a record label and international events brand, I’d
probably be much bigger as a DJ now. I love what we’re
doing with Superfreq, and I’m happy to have sacrificed
myself, in many ways. As an actor I will not be doing the
same thing by getting too involved with production.
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"My efforts in the movie industry 100% are on the art
of acting for now.”
Is there too much bad acting in DJing? If you look
at the performances of DJs on Boiler Room — those
levels of knob twiddling…
“Absolutely yes, there is way too much acting in DJing
and it needs to stop. What is it with these red-hot knobs
that burn DJs’ fingers on mixers? Interaction with the
crowd is very important; however, can all those tossers
wearing masks, throwing cake and generally making
the rest of us embarrassed to call ourselves DJs please
knock it on the head? Thank you.”
Are you giving up DJing/remixing/gigs for the silver
screen?
“Absolutely not. I moved to LA over eight years ago to
get more involved in acting, but I’ve spent 60% of my
time on the road touring. I’ve now made a decision to
cut down my overseas DJ bookings by at least 50%.
Moving to LA from London was a huge, risky step for
me. Being one of the founding DJs of the UK acid house
scene, opening the doors of pop music for other dance
music acts, hosting a weekly show on Kiss for 10 years
and being co-owner of The End for 13 years, it would
have been very safe and easy to remain in London once
The End closed, and pretty easy to get on a soap opera
like Eastenders, but I’ve always been all or nothing, so
I took the huge step of emigrating to a city where I had
very few contacts and zero notoriety.”
How did the relationship come about with the
director?
“I met Sergio on a dancefloor some years ago, but really
got to know him more personally when he attended one
of my Meditation & Creative Visualisation workshops in
New York four years ago.”
Guru West, how can we move any mountain?
“I started meditating aged 17 back in 1983. All my
mates thought I was bonkers. My whole adult life I’ve

been studying spirituality, psychology, philosophy and
pushing myself as far as I can go mentally. I absolutely
love sharing the information I’ve gained from my life of
experiences. Hosting workshops is hard work, but it’s
my duty to humanity to share tools to find inner peace
and happiness. All we have to do is meditate for 20
minutes twice a day. Once in the morning before we eat,
or turn on any devices, and again in the evening before
dinner. Mindfulness meditation dials in the senses,
making us super-focused, bringing synchronicity,
compassion, luck and helps us to complete our daily
work in much less time. Even more important than
what meditation brings is what meditation takes away,
namely: stress, fear, anxiety and worry."

Five things Mr C's clients get from
attending his workshops:
•	"Learning meditation to connect as One with
the Absolute, the Creative Intelligence of the
Universe, which makes one way more creative,
bringing about lots of ideas."
•	"Learning how to change one’s way of thinking
completely, changing the language in one’s mind
to attract life goals to oneself."
•	"Sharing techniques to banish negative thoughts
altogether from one’s life, thus rewiring the
neural pathways and creating new habits that are
negativity free."
•	"Sharing techniques that help to let go of
attachments, bringing about inner peace."
•	"Sharing techniques and life tools that help
people to learn to not care about what others
think, thus bringing happiness.”
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